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Agricultural Cooperatives and
Their International Business Arrangements

Chapter 1: Introduction

The world's food markets are becoming increasingly interconnected as

firms are seeking to sell their products not only in domestic markets but in

international markets as well. U.S. agricultural exports have steadily increased

over the past decades, totaling nearly $58 billion in 1995, over a 40% increase from

$41 billion in 1990 (Geihar and Vollrath, 1997). Processed and high-value

consumer-oriented products represent an increasing share of total agricultural

exports. Between 1981 and 1996, high-valued agricultural exports (including

processed foods) almost doubled, reaching 58% of total U.S. agricultural export

trade value (Barr, 1998). Furthermore, U.S. food processing firms increased

foreign direct investment three-fold between 1982 and 1994 (Neff et al., 1996).

The growing international market may have implications on the future

competitiveness of agricultural cooperatives in world food markets. Therefore, the

purpose of this research is to investigate how U.S. agricultural cooperatives

penetrate the international markets. It is important to understand their exporting

arrangements to discover whether cooperatives will find it necessary to establish

overseas processing firms or discover alternate, compensating substitutes.



1.1 Motivations

As trade in international markets increases, firms are searching to improve

their sales margins abroad by changing not only what they choose to export but

also how they choose to meet global demand Kennedy and Spatz (1993)

recognized that ". . . more firms have concluded that they must formulate new

strategies to protect traditional markets and capture new ones." Many firms have

changed from less risky ventures such as trading companies and brokers to more

committed strategies, including coventures and foreign direct investment (Neff et

al., 1996).

Along with investor-owned firms (IOFs), agricultural cooperatives are

contributing to the growth in U.S. agricultural exports. As of 1995, cooperatives'

exports accounted for 12.3% ($5.6 billion) of total agricultural exports. This was a

two-fold increase from 1985, when it comprised only 5.6% ($3.4 billion) (See

Table 1.1).

Table 1.1 Agricultural Cooperative Exports as a Share of Total U.S. Agricultural
Exports

Source: USDA Rural Business-Cooperative Service, 1990, 1997.

2

Year Agricultural Exports from
U.S. Cooperatives ($Billion)

Co-op Share of Total U.S.
Agricultural Exports (%)

1985 3.4 5.6

1990 4.1 6.2

1995 5.6 12.3
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In offering such products as processed fruits and vegetables, nuts, and dairy

products cooperatives can realize a product niche. "Gains from economies of scale

have to be weighed against the product niche. The exporter could offer a unique

product or service that is more important to the buyer than the producer's overall

volume" (Culpan 1989). Thus, by creating a diverse and high-valued product line,

cooperatives may capitalize on international markets where they possess some

comparative advantage.

Some cooperatives are exporting but many are hesitant to increase resource

commitment by vertically integrating internationally. Members may be unwilling

to invest in international markets because they may equate this action with

increasing variability and risk, not increasing member returns (Goldsmith, 1995;

Sexton and Iskow, 1988). Furthermore, members may be concerned that if the

cooperative increases its commitment in unfamiliar markets, the cooperative is

deviating from its focus on member welfare. Thus, some cooperatives are averse to

increasing commitment abroad. Reynolds (1991), however, suggests that

cooperatives should enter international markets to find new sources of demand for

their products. Conducting international business may actually aid the

cooperative's goal to secure a market for its members' products by diversifying

domestic markets to include international markets as well.

Although agricultural cooperatives tend to be more risk-averse than are

investor-owned firms, they will find it necessary to pursue these global markets if

they intend to maintain their competitiveness. "Expanding international trade by



cooperatives has been hailed as a key to augmenting benefits to members" (Cobia,

1989). However, expansion must also "maintain a role of acting in the interests of

producers.. . using fundamental cooperative principles as their primary logic and

discipline of organization" (Togerson et al., 1992).

1.2 Hypothesis and Objectives

This study hypothesizes that cooperatives must travel along the export sales

channel continuum toward foreign direct investment to compete with investor-

owned firms in overseas markets. Using an adaptation of the portfolio model, this

study examines the exporting strategies that agricultural cooperatives utilize by

analyzing the socio-economic factors that influence each strategy.

Additionally, the research examines whether or not current channels are

successful, and whether agricultural cooperatives will need to increase investment

abroad to maintain competitiveness and maximize member benefits. The specific

objectives are to:

Determine the arrangements that agriculture cooperatives utilize in international

markets.

Assess the influences and characteristics of cooperatives, which lead to specific

exporting arrangements.

By researching the above objectives, the cooperative's characteristics and

its corresponding exporting arrangements will be better understood. As such,

4



cooperative managers and administrators will be more aware of those factors that

lead to successful conmiitinent and investment abroad. This study will also clarify

that penetrating the overseas food markets may simultaneously increase stability

and increase member returns by generating additional sales.

1.3 Agricultural Cooperative Background

Farmers integrate and form cooperatives for a variety of reasons. By

forming a cooperative, farmers have the ability to both decrease the transaction

costs of moving and selling their products, and decrease the fixed costs by sharing

the expense of buying large processing and storage equipment. As Torgerson et al.

(1997) noted, "The main stream of agricultural cooperation has developed

independently as a self-help business form designed to move product to markets

and influence price and other terms of trade -- consistent with market supply and

demand conditions -- while providing fair treatment and other benefits to

members." Thus, cooperatives form to benefit from economies of size, provide

missing services, assure supplies or markets, gain from coordination, and benefit

from risk reduction (Cobia, 1989). These benefits are similar to any other type of

business. However, the distinctions between an investor-owned firm (IOF) and a

cooperative lie in the three underlying principles of the cooperative: member-

owner, member-control, and member-benefits.

The member-owner principle states that each member of the cooperative is

responsible for contributing equity. This equity contribution is not a fixed amount

5
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but instead is in proportion to the member's patronage. Proportional equity ensures

that the financing of the cooperative is directly related to the use of the cooperative.

The member-control principle relates to how the cooperative's voting rights

are determined. The original voting structure is detailed by the Rochdale principle,

which allocates one vote for every member so that the cooperative is a democratic

body. Some cooperatives, however, have chosen to deviate from this traditional

principle by either (1) voting according to dollar volume of patronage, (2)

allocating one vote for each member plus additional votes based on patronage, or

(3) voting according to shares of stock. Regardless of the voting structure selected,

only members have control over the cooperative.

The member-benefit principle implies that the cooperative's priority is to its

members. Such priority can be generalized in two forms. First, "a cooperative's

intent is to provide services to members at the lowest possible cost" (Burt, 1997).

Cooperatives "...charge prices equal to costs or refund any surplus of revenues

over costs to members in proportion to patronage" (Royer, 1992). Second, unlike

an IOF, where benefits are allocated based on investments, a cooperative allocates

economic benefits based on patronage (Burt, 1997). Thus, the more a member uses

the cooperative, the greater the patronage refunds. This member-benefit principle

is concurrent with the Rochdale Principles, in which any net margins the

cooperative may accumulate are distributed back to the member-patrons in the form

of patronage refunds.
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Because of the above three principles, cooperatives are risk-averse and

differ from investor-owned firms. Therefore, the cooperative's motivations and

goals also contrast, which leads to the necessity to investigate investor-owned firms

and cooperatives separately. This thesis focuses on the exporting arrangements and

characteristics specific to agricultural cooperatives.

1.4 Organization of This Study

The thesis is divided into the following sections. Chapter 2 reviews the

literature, including studies depicting general export firm behavior and those

discussing the nature of cooperatives. Chapter 3 develops a conceptual framework

of a cooperative's international trade options. Also included in this chapter is a

discussion of our theoretical model, and how it effectively portrays the trade-offs

between risk and expected net returns. Chapter 4 presents the empirical

framework. Chapter 5 details the survey instrument and characteristics of the

survey respondents, and Chapter 6 describes the empirical results. Finally, Chapter

7 summarizes this thesis and discusses the implications for this study's results.



Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The literature review is divided into two sections. Section 2.2 discusses the

general export literature and the various relevant aspects. Section 2.3 investigates

the literature pertaining specifically to cooperative behavior. Although the

cooperative literature is limited, it does provide insight into how a cooperative's

export behavior may differ from that of an investor-owned firm.

2.2 General Export Literature

Firm export behavior has been widely investigated in the economic

literature. Unfortunately, there is no common theoretical model for export

decisions (Wagner, 1995; Bilkey, 1978). Instead, the literature focuses on what

factors drive a firm's decision to remain domestic or to penetrate the global market.

This question tends to be a dichotomous one, although the issue is approached by a

variety of methods and tends to include a multitude of considerations.

Horst (1972) analyzed the differences between the industry-level and firm-

level determinants of export behavior. He examined the characteristics of

industries and individual firms to determine why some firms in a given industry

invest abroad while others do not. Data were used from 1,191 manufacturing

corporations, of which over 50% owned part of a Canadian subsidiary and were

8
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Fortune's 500 largest industrial corporations. A linear regression was applied to

the dependent, dichotomous choice variable of whether to invest in Canada or to be

a multinational. Among explanatory variables such as net assets, advertising

expenditures, industry, labor costs, and a measure of vertical integration, firm size

was the only individual factor of significance in influencing the decision to invest

abroad. Thus, ". . .with respect to intra-industry factors a theory of foreign

investment behavior may be structurally identical to an industrial organization

theory of domestic market shares" (Horst, 1972).

Using a tobit model with export propensity as a limited dependent variable,

Wagner (1995) hypothesized that firm growth and export performance are

positively related. He tested this hypothesis using panel data of 7,000 German

manufacturing firms to examine the causes and consequences of exports and

discovered that the probability that a firm will export increases with firm size.

"Firms with high market share are obliged to export if they want to grow due to

limitations of the domestic market" (Wagner, 1995). In addition, it was suggested

that export models should include both objective and subjective information. Few

export models except those from managerial economics, however, include

subjective information.

Using chi square and multivariate analysis, Culpan (1989) surveyed 210

manufacturing firms in Pennsylvania to investigate the role of firm size. Including

explanatory variables such as products exported, customers, and export

performance, he found there was no substantial difference between small- and
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medium-sized firms. As Culpan (1989) argued, this insignificance may be due to

the trade-off between economies of size and a possible product niche.

Consequently, a small-sized firm could maintain a profitable export business by

exploiting a market niche, while a medium-sized firm enters the international

market not to exploit a market niche but to benefit from its economies of size. This

trade-off is especially applicable to the agricultural cooperative, which tends to be

smaller than the average exporting firm. Thus, an agricultural cooperative should

be able to maintain strong export performance through its high-value or value-

added products, which may be designed especially for the international market.

Firm size may be an important condition conducive to export behavior, but not a

necessary condition for it.

Wakelin (1998) investigated the role of innovation in determining export

behavior, employing a sample of 320 manufacturing firms in the United Kingdom.

Wakelin applied a core of export behavior factors including average capital

intensity, average wages, unit labor costs, and firm size, then added variables

reflecting the firm's success at innovating. With a linear model, she found that

innovation does not necessarily provide an incentive to export. In fact, she

discovered that non-innovative firms are more likely to export than are innovative

firms of the same size.

Ronkainen (1984) studied U.S. firms' export behavior from a different

perspective. Instead of asking what motivates a firm to export, Ronkainen

addresses why U.S. firms are less likely to export. Companies that could
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successfully sell in foreign markets but decide not to may be those which face

.information gaps, ignorance of where and how to export, unfamiliar conditions

and markets, and complicated domestic and foreign regulation" (Ronkainen, 1984).

Cavusgil (1984) addressed the need to analyze firms based on their degree

of internationalization. Cavusgil hypothesized that firms go through an

"evolutionary process of internalization." Thus, a sample of exporting firms was

disaggregated into three export-level categories: experimental, active, and

committed. Each export-level was found to be a function of company

characteristics, the domestic market environment, the nature of the company's

international business involvement, marketing policy aspects, and foreign market

research practices. Data were gathered from personal interviews with the

executives of 70 Midwestern manufacturers. No formal econometric model was

applied, but crosstabulation and descriptive statistics were provided. Elements

significant to the degree of internalization were annual sales and percent of profits

from exporting.

2.3 Agricultural Cooperative Literature

Econometric analysis of agricultural cooperatives operations has been

limited. However, a number of studies of a descriptive nature are available.

Sexton and Iskow (1988) investigated the factors influencing an agricultural

cooperative's survival in the domestic market place. Although not directly related

to international business strategies, their study addresses the factors unique to a
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cooperative. Data for the analysis were obtained from a mail survey to newly

formed cooperatives. A logit analysis was conducted for the dichotomous

dependent variable, which was cooperative success or failure. Holding economic,

membership, finance, and management factors constant, the presence of an equity

redemption plan and of full-time professional management were the only factors

significantly influencing a cooperative's success.

Using descriptive statistics, Reynolds and Spatz (1991) explored

cooperatives' export behavior and their comparative lack of foreign direct

investment. They noted that while investor-owned firms tend to gradually increase

their commitment abroad over time, cooperatives instead search for opportunities

more suited to their financial and risk structure. "A joint venture usually involves

investments in equity shares by all partners, which may explain in part why it is not

used more often by cooperatives in international business" (Reynolds and Spatz,

1991). Instead, contracts or licensing agreements will be employed to maximize

member benefits, which include not only high average returns but low risk as well.

Selpel and Heffernan (1997) applied an agency-theory approach to analyze

the export strategies of three regional cooperatives that are highly diversified and

highly involved in international business. Although no formal econometric model

was used, a descriptive analysis was conducted from secondary data and from

interviews with cooperative management. All three cooperatives face the problem

of balancing the needs of members and the needs of the cooperative. This problem
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was found to affect international involvement because of the limitations inherent in

the cooperative's internal structure.

Goldsmith (1995) used an econometric model, instead of relying solely on

descriptive statistics, to compare the export behavior of IOFs and agricultural

cooperatives. Using data from both the Center for Financial Analysis and Research

and Ohio State University, Goldsmith assembled a cross-section of food and

beverage manufacturing firms representing more than 40 countries. Agricultural

cooperatives comprised 5% of the sample. By expanding to a nested logit model

the simple dichotomous choice of whether to export, he argued that a firm's export

behavior is two-fold. First, the firm faces the question of whether to export or

remain domestic. Second, the firm must decide whether or not to conduct foreign

direct investment (FDI). In Goldsmith's data sample, no cooperatives participated

in FDI. Thus, his study of cooperative export behavior was limited to the decision

to export.

Because cooperatives differ from IOFs, it is important to investigate the

strategies peculiar to cooperatives for maintaining competitiveness. This thesis will

focus on export agricultural cooperatives, investigating how their characteristics

affect their decisions on how to export. Kennedy and Spatz (1993) and Reynolds

and Spatz (1991) have employed descriptive means to examine the same question.

Here, the question will be approached differently by using an econometric model.



Chapter 3: Theoretical Model

3.1 Introduction

This chapter details the conceptual framework to be employed in the

analysis. The rationale for using a utility-maximization framework (Section 3.2) to

analyze cooperatives is based upon the cooperative's origins and objectives.

Section 3.3 discusses the mean-variance model and the trade-offs between risk and

expected net returns of the cooperative's export strategy portfolio.

3.2 Utility Maximizing Framework for Cooperatives

"Agricultural firms face. . .uncertain product prices, and face uncertainty in

some of the factors that influence the quantity and quality of the output they

produce" (Anderson et al., 1960). These risks can be separated into production

risks and price risks. Production risks include weather fluctuations and technology

changes, while price risks consist of policy factors, exchange rates, and marketing

choices. These risks are factors in the cooperative's production and marketing

choices. As a result, production and marketing choices become risky prospects that

do not have a certain outcome.

An adequate treatment of this risk through the maximization of Bernoullian

utility will ensure a more consistent prediction of agricultural production and

processing (including that in agricultural cooperatives) than will profit-maximizing

14
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theory (Lin et al., 1974). This form of ". . .utility maximization is more attractive

than profit-maximization in that (1) it can explain why two individuals, faced with

exactly the same situation, might rationally respond quite differently, and (2) it

does not exclude profit maximization but rather includes it as a special case of

Bernoullian utility" (Lin et aT., 1974).

Assuming the utility function follows the von Neumann-Morgenstern

axioms1, the cooperative's preferences for risky prospects can then be represented

by the utility function of the form

U(yi, y2, y3, ..., y11) = Un (ye),

where yi, y2, y3,..., yn are the cooperatives' risky prospects and yn = 1. For

instance, y could represent the share of export sales allocated to the th strategy.

The analysis in this model will assume that utility gained from the domestic

market and utility gained from the international market are strongly separable,

suggesting that U(Total Sales) = U(Domestic Sales) + U(Export Sales).

Furthermore, only the utility from the cooperative's involvement in the

international market will be analyzed so that the cooperative's objective is to

maximize expected utility by choosing optimal export strategies to access an

international market. The following sections detail the cooperative's alternatives

for penetrating the international market and apply our theoretical construct to this

problem.

1 The von Neumann-Morgenstern axioms include (1)independence, (2) completeness, and (3)
transitivity. If the cooperative follows these axioms, it will choose the vector of risky prospects
which maximizes its Bernoullian utility.



3.3 Choices for Export Strategy Portfolio

Once the cooperative decides that its expected utility will increase with the

addition of international business arrangements, it must decide how to execute

those arrangements. A cooperative can choose a different export strategy for each

product or an assortment of strategies for a single product, thus creating a portfolio

of export strategy choices, X. Portfolio X is the matrix

Xj2 ......Xij

where x represents the share of export sales allocated to strategy i for productj

suchthat

These export strategy choices designed to penetrate the global market form

a continuum or spectrum that expands an array of decisions which weigh risk,

commitment, and expected net returns (See Figure 3.1). Penetrating the

international market does involve risk, as does the pursuit of any new marketing

channel. This risk is dependent on the level of commitment and control with which

the cooperative exports its products. Depending upon how involved the

cooperative becomes in the marketing of its product abroad, the level of risk it

incurs varies. Such risk may include fluctuating exchange rates, variable tariffs,

16

xli x12 xli

x=
X2i X22 X2j

i=1,2,...,I
j=1,2,...,J



Figure 3.1 The Export Strategy Continuum

Trading Company - Distributor - Broker - Direct Sales -* Coventure - Foreign Direct Investment

Increasing Risk, Increasing Resource Commitment, Increasing Expected Net Returns
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and interactions with unfamiliar cultures. Commitment and risk in turn affect the

expected net returns from the exported products. By analyzing each export

strategy, the continuum will be now be further detailed.

The use of a trading company requires the least risk of all export strategies

studied here because the cooperative's only responsibility is to deliver the product

to the trading company. The cooperative does not sell directly to the foreign buyer.

Instead, the trading company takes title to the product and exports it in the trading

company's name. A cooperative may choose to use a trading company as a method

of first entering the international market and/or as a method of selling surplus

product because risk is minimal and very little commitment is involved once the

trading company takes title. However, because there is little risk or conimitment,

the cooperative has little opportunity to extract a sizeable profit margin.

In terms of risk, conmiitment, and expected net returns, the use of a

distributor is a step up from the use of a trading company. The distributor markets

and sells the cooperative's product in the foreign market by taking title to the

product under the cooperative's name and transporting the product to the foreign

buyer. Often, the cooperative's relationship with a distributor is long-term.

Unlike trading companies and distributors, when a cooperative uses a

broker, the cooperative continues to hold title to the product after shipment, in that

the cooperative ships to and bills the foreign buyer directly. However, the broker

negotiates the sale of the cooperative's products to the foreign buyers so that the

cooperative is dependent on the broker's ability to sell and promote the products
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overseas. Therefore, it is not necessary for the cooperative to explore potential

foreign markets; rather, the broker holds this responsibility.

Direct sales occur when the cooperative sells directly to a foreign buyer.

The cooperative arranges the sale, ships the product, and bills the foreign buyer.

The cooperative assumes all responsibility for the marketing and export of its

product until it receives payment from the foreign buyer. Because it does not pay

brokerage commissions, the cooperative can enjoy greater expected net returns than

under the brokerage system. However, its risks are concurrently greater as well.

Coventures and foreign direct investment represent further commitment in

the foreign country. A coventure is an association (e.g., copacking, supply

contracts, and licensing agreements) with at least one other investor in which equity

investments are not co-mingled (Kennedy, 1996). Foreign direct investment (FDI),

on the other hand, occurs when a cooperative owns at least 10% equity in a foreign

entity. FDI is an equity investment between the cooperative and at least one other

investor in which the two collaborate on business activities and form a foreign

entity. Joint ventures refer to FDI arrangements in which a cooperative owns at

least 50% of the foreign entity. Majority-owned subsidiaries are those in which a

cooperative owns at least 70% of the foreign entity. By investing in a foreign

entity, the cooperative's options for foreign sales are expanded. The foreign entity

may operate as a processing plant, so the cooperative may choose to process its raw

product abroad or to combine its raw product with raw products from abroad. This

strategy, with the use of storage in the foreign markets, enables the cooperative to



sell its product when market prices are favorable in the foreign market. These

various combinations of FDI represent the greatest commitment, risk, and,

possibly, expected net returns of all the cooperative's international business

arrangements examined in this thesis.

3.4 A Theoretical Analysis - The Mean-Variance (E,V) Model

The cooperative's international market utility is based on the portfolio of

export sales shares allocated to its export strategies and corresponding expected net

returns and risks. One model depicting these components is the mean-variance

(E, V) model.

Recognizing that an investor's objective is not solely to maximize profit,

Markowitz (1952) developed the portfolio model to account for the risk an investor

confronts. The portfolio model assesses an investor's efficient investments,

encompassing the trade-offs between expected net returns and risks. The portfolio

approach was originally developed for investment in financial markets; however, it

has also been applied to areas in which the objective is to find an optimal

combination or mix of available options affected by risk. As such, it has been

successfully applied to farm diversification models where limited resources must

be allocated to find the optimal portfolio, which maximizes expected utility (Heady

1952, Johnson 1967, Sadan 1970, Lin et al., 1981).

The portfolio model can also be successfully applied to select an optimal

combination of export strategies for an agricultural cooperative. This selection is

20



possible because the approach accounts for the changing means and variances

associated with each export strategy. Using this method provides efficient share

allocation of export sales to each export strategy.

3.4.] The Export Portfolio

The cooperative's portfolio selection can be described through an

exponential utility function, which assumes constant absolute risk aversion2

U(y) = -e (-by) b>O

where the risk aversion coefficient and export strategy are represented by b and y,

respectively. Assuming normally distributed returns3 and applying Bernoulli's

principle of expected utility theory:

E[U(y)] = E[-e'1.

This expression is maximized by maximizing

E(y) - (Freund, 1956)

where E(y) is the expected net return and V(y) is the variance of the expected net

return of export strategy y.

This latter model can be generalized by moving from a vector y

representing one export strategy portfolio for one product to a matrix X of

21

2 Constant absolute risk aversion can be proven by the following where absolute risk aversion = r(y).

r(y)==be=b.
U'(y)
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dimension i by j, representing the sales shares of export strategy i for each product

j, i = 1, 2,..., I and j = 1, 2,..., J. In this framework, the cooperative's utility

function is:

E(U) =

Eq. 3.1
(j j J J ' ' I K J

= - jkJXXkJ
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1 i=1 k=1 j=1

E( U) = expected utility
E = expected net return from the export strategy portfolio
V = variance of expected net return from the export strategy portfolio
x11 = share of export sales of product I allocated to export strategy i
c1 = per unit expected net revenue ofproductjfrom export strategy i
F = fixed costs of export strategy iforproductj
ckJ = covariance of per unit expected net returns from strategies i and kfor

productj
b = risk aversion coefficient

Here, Oikj PikPPj
where Pikj = correlation coefficient of per unit expected net returns between

export strategies i and kforproductj
= standard deviation of per unit expected net returns from export

strategy ifor productj
cr = standard deviation of per unit expected net returns from export

strategy kfor productj

Utility can then be maximized by achieving a balance between the mean

and variance of each export strategy. Each cooperative has an efficiency set that

By specifying normally distributed expected net returns, the utility function is fully represented by
the mean and variance of those returns.
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describes the trade-off between expected net returns and risk for each portfolio (See

E,V frontier AB in Figure 3.2). Frontier AB is strictly concave and has one unique

solution. Utility curve U is convex (dE/dV > 0), implying expected net return

increases more rapidly than does variance (dE2/dV2 > 0) as utility is held constant

(Hazell, 1971; Johnson, 1967; Hazell and Norton, 1986). This assumption implies

that the cooperative is risk-averse, because for any increase in variance there must

be a greater compensation in expected net returns. The optimal export strategy

portfolio can be obtained by finding the point of tangency between the utility curve

and the efficiency set, such as point C in Figure 3.2.

This graphical depiction of the optimal portfolio can also be represented

mathematically by incorporating risk into the objective function and/or the

constraint. Mathematically, the efficiency set is determined by finding either

(1) the minimum variance for given expected net returns or (2) the maximum

expected net returns for given variances.



Figure 3.2 Graphical Depiction of the Optimal Portfolio

Expected
Net Return

A

Variance

= indifference curve
AB = efficiency set
c = optimal export strategy portfolio

U1 > U2 >U3
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2 i=lk=lj=1

such that

I J I=1J=l

i=1 j=1 i=1 j=l

and

x , eachi, j

Y =

YYPkIaIIakIXXkJi1 j1 i=1 k=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

where Z equals total equity available for international ventures. Once equation

(3.2) is solved, the problem is to find the matrix X*, which represents the optimal

portfolio that maximizes the cooperative's expected utility.

where 1 = -F to max E,

Eq. 3.2
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3.4.2 The Agricultural Cooperative's Objective Function

The approach used in this paper will follow the cooperative's objective to

minimize the variance of expected net returns subject to the mean of those expected

net returns. A cooperative will sacrifice mean profit to reduce risk. This sacrifice

is the result of risk-averse preferences among its members, due both to risky

elements in agricultural production and to a desire for stable income. Therefore,

cooperatives will seek to:



L = 2AISOkIXUXkJ 2 - JFU -ø
i=1 k=1 j=1 i=i 3=1 i=i 1=1

' The increase in variance due to using export strategy k must be less than the reduction in variance
from using less of export strategy i (Heady, 1952). Note: The following example portrays the
conditions for the two-export strategy case in which i= 1,2 and k=1, 2.

2 22 22 '
Origina1> cY + kj + LX xkJ Pjk Ykj

(lx) >
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The first property assumes that the expected net returns are parameterized to

which enables us to solve for critical values by finding the minimum variance of

expected net returns for given expected net returns according to all other resource

constraints. These critical values then form the E, V efficiency frontier, shown as

AB in Figure 3. Property 2 states that all export strategy shares must be non-

negative, so that it is impossible to have negative export sales. Property 3 above

states that the cooperative's export strategy shares (which are a percentage) must

sum to one. Property 4 states that the expected net return variance of a particular

export strategy portfolio must be less than the expected net return variance when

using multiple export strategies4. In other words, diversifying the export strategy

portfolio must always reduce the variance of expected net returns. Property 5

addresses the cooperative's resource constraints. A cooperative has a fixed amount

of equity Z available for international ventures, which cannot be exceeded.

The objective function and constraints can now be expressed in the

following Lagrangian:

(I J I J

Eq. 3.3

I



The first-order conditions (FOC) are given by:

= OkJXkJu X L k=1

aL 1 J

1ctixU -
i=1 j=1

I JYF
i=1 j=1

forVi,j Eq.3.4

Eq. 3.5
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Assuming the second-order conditions are met, an efficient combination of export

sales arrangements, x1 (i=1, 2, ...,I; j=1,2,...J), can be solved for by setting equations

(3.4) and (3.5) equal to zero. An efficient strategy and shadow price in reduced

form are given by:

x = f(c1, jkJ,xkJ) Eq. 3.6

X = f(c1, F1) Eq. 3.7

Thus, equation (3.6) represents the efficient, but not necessarily optimal elements

of matrix X.

When combined with information about the cooperative's risk preferences,

equations (3.3) through (3.7) provide all the information necessary for specifying

the structural equations of the cooperative's business arrangements from available

data. However, it is difficult to obtain expected net returns, covariances, variances,

and risk preferences. Hence, it is acceptable to proxy such information with data

we do have (Hazel, 1971). In the present research, a reduced form will be used, in

which measurable socio-economic factors serve as proxies for the expected net

returns, covariances, variances, and risk preferences discussed above. These

reduced form variables are discussed in the following chapter.

0
/



Chapter 4: Empirical Framework

This chapter will further our objective to determine the arrangements that

agricultural cooperatives utilize in international markets, depending on their

characteristics. The theory in Chapter 3 provides guidelines for specifying the

reduced form equations for the export strategy portfolio. The following sections

relate the theoretical framework to the empirical framework. Furthermore, these

sections detail each variable, its relationship to the dependent variable (the export

strategy), and its expected coefficient sign in the regression model.

4.1 Seemingly Unrelated Regression EQuations

It is assumed that each cooperative is maximizing its expected utility and, is

thus, implementing the optimal export strategy portfolio X*. The estimated

equations are then able to show how the indicated factors influence each strategy.

Each export strategy is dependent upon the regressors described in Table 4.1. This

allows us to substitute the exogenous regressors for the unknown expected net

returns and variances that lead us to the efficient set.

These export strategy equations are not independent. Instead, they are

correlated with one another because excluded factors likely are important to every

equation. Thus, the zero-covariance assumption of ordinary least squares (OLS)

likely is violated. Due to contemporaneous correlation, OLS would be an

inefficient empirical analytical tool, and seemingly unrelated regression equations

28
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can be substituted for OLS. Equation (3.8), however, involves the same regressors

in each equation, so that possible efficiency gains from seemingly unrelated

regression equations are eliminated (Greene, 1997). In the present analysis,

seemingly unrelated regression equations are employed to ensure that

xjj = 1 , but not to account for correlated random errors.
i=1

The empirical section of this paper consists of estimates for equation (3.5).

The estimating equations are given by:

TCO = a0 +ai*BR +a2*PROC + a3*EXPYEARS + a4*EXPVALUE + Eq. 4.1
a5*EQUITY + a6*MKTSHR + a7*RISK + a8*SPRICE + e1

BRO = b0 +b1*BR +b2*PROC + b3*EXPYEARS Ib4*EXPVALUE + Eq. 4.2
b5*EQUITY + b6*MKTSHR + b7*RISK + b8SPRICE + e2

DIS = CO +ci*BR +c2*PROC + c3*EXPYEARS + c4*EXPVALUE + Eq. 4.3
c5*EQUITY + c6*MKTSHR + c7*RISK + c8*SPRICE + e3

FDI d0 +d1*BR +d2*PROC + d3*EXPYEARS +d4*EXPVALUE + Eq. 4.4
d5*EQUITY + d6*MKTSHR + d7*RISK + d8SPRTCE + e4

0TH = fo +f1BR f2*pRoc + f3*EXPYEARS + f4*EXPVALUE + Eq. 4.5
f5*EQUITY + f6*MKTSHR + f7*RISK + f8SPRICE + e5

These terms are defined in Table 4.1. The explanatory variables represent socio-

economic factors, which influence each export strategy. Thus, some of these

regressors represent the cooperative's utility function, U; others represent the

expected net returns or variances in the efficiency set. The bulk/retail variable is an

example of the latter; the decision to increase market share is an example of the
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former. Thus, the explanatory variables each affect the point of tangency in Figure

3.1, which in turn is represented by the dependent variables.

Any variability in sales channel choice not explained by the regressors will

be accounted for by the stochastic error terms e, e2, ..., e5. They account for such

factors as omitted regressors, measurement error, and random variation.

4.2 Explanatory Variables

4.2.1 Equity Subscription

The cooperative's perceived risk is a difficult variable to quantify because of its

subjectivity. A possible proxy for perceived risk may be the use of a pool. A pool

is a tool the cooperative uses to control the risk of price variation of its members'

products. Very risk averse cooperatives might choose single poois, in which the

net returns of all products are combined before distribution to members.

Comparatively, less risk averse cooperatives might choose multiple pooi options, in

which expected net returns from each product or group of products are accounted

for and distributed to members separately.



Table 4.1 Legend for Seemingly Unrelated Regression Variables
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VARIABLE

Trading Company
Sales Share

SYMBOL

TCO

DESCRIPTION j
Share of export sales allocated to trading
company

Broker Sales Share

'Distributor Sales
Share

BRO Share of export sales allocated to broker

ii Share of export sales allocated to distributor

FDI and Direct Sales
Share

DIRT Share of export sales allocated to direct sales,
coventure, and foreign direct investment

Bulk/Retail BR Represents whether the exported product is a
bulk commodity or retail-oriented. Variable=1 if
exported product is sold by retail. Variable=O
otherwise.

Processed Product

Export Years

PROC

EXPYEARS

Represents whether the exported product is
processed (value-added). Variable=1 if exported
product is processed. Variable=O otherwise.
Number of years cooperative has exported

Export Value EXPVALUE Percentage of gross sales from export sales

Equity EQUITY Represents the cooperative's equity source.
Variable=l if cooperative has capital retains.
Variable=O otherwise.

Market Share MKTSHR Variable=1 if cooperative exports to increase
market share. Variable=O otherwise.

Risk Diversification RISK Variable =1 if cooperative exports to diversify
risk. Variable =0 otherwise.

Sales Price SPRICE Variable=1 if cooperative exports to increase
sales prices. Variable=0 otherwise.
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The pooling approach can stabilize member returns, improving the

cooperative's ability to take on more financial risk and reducing the need for equity

(Sporleder et al., 1988). Due to this significant relationship between pooling and

equity, Sporleder et al. concluded that equity sources are significant only as a proxy

for pooling (1988). Pools, however, tend to be more useful for milk, fruit,

vegetable, and nut cooperatives than for grain and oilseed cooperatives (Cobia,

1989). Because of the heterogeneous sample population of cooperatives used in

this study, equity sources will be used as a proxy for pooling, and therefore will

represent risk preferences.

Cooperatives employ two predominant methods to subscribe equity from its

members: retained patronage refunds and capital retains. Retained patronage

refunds are calculated as a percentage of the profit that the cooperative allocates to

the members; therefore, retained patronage refunds fluctuate with the profits earned

every year. Capital retains, however, are a member's capital contributions

calculated as a percentage of the value of the product delivered. Capital retains are

more stable because they do not fluctuate with the cooperative's net income, but

rather are based on the cooperative's (more subjective) valuation of the member's

raw product. The greater stability of capital retains allows the cooperative to

allocate more sales abroad, because the equity to support those international

ventures is more secure.

Our expectation is that capital retains will better enable a cooperative to

venture to more risky sales channels because it provides a more stable equity



source. Hence, with movement along the sales channel spectrum toward foreign

direct investment, the equity coefficient should become algebraically more positive.

4.2.2 Firm Size

Firm size is an important factor to consider when analyzing cooperatives'

sales channel choices. Cavusgil (1984) stated that firm size, measured by annual

sales, influences a firm's export commitment. Correspondingly, Wagner (1995)

noted that firms with high market share are more likely to export. This conclusion

may possibly be extended to investigate whether cooperatives' levels of

internationalization are correlated with their sizes.

Firm size, represented by Y98, is distinguished here as gross sales during

1997-1998. The coefficient on Y98 is expected to become algebraically

increasingly positive as the cooperative moves along the sales channel continuum

toward foreign direct investment. This is because ". . .investing abroad may entail

certain fixed costs which must be incurred if any foreign production is to occur,"

and foreign direct investment is inherently more risky to a small firm than to a large

one (Horst, 1972).

4.2.3 Value-Added Products (Processed, Bulk/Retail)

Producing value-added products or those oriented to retail sales is

representative of the cooperative's ability or desire to vertically integrate, and
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clearly influences net return and varies by product. Furthermore, this decision

represents an increase in possible rent capture because value-added products offer

more profit margin and growth potential (Gherty, 1994). Cooperatives may

especially gain from exporting specialty crops and value-added commodities

(Cobia, 1989).

The decision to produce value-added products is analyzed here as a

dichotomous choice of whether to further process members' raw products, and is

represented by the variable PROC (See Table 4.1). Cooperatives that pursue value-

added production are likely to be those interested in growth potential, which is

obtainable through high-resource commitment and high-risk sales channels. Thus,

our expectation for the coefficient on this variable is that it will become

algebraically increasingly positive as the cooperative moves along the sales channel

continuum from trading company to foreign direct investment.

Whether or not the exported product is a bulk commodity or retail-oriented

can also affect the cooperative's sales channel decision. "Cooperatives marketing

bulk commodities face a unique set of challenges to their export efforts. These

challenges are created by the structure of trading in these bulk commodities

markets" (Cobia, 1989). Cooperatives have more disadvantages than do IOFs in

the international bulk commodity market because their bylaws require them to stay

closely linked to their patrons, so they often will miss economies of multiple origin,

economies of information, and economies of risk management (Cobia, 1989).

Because of this comparative disadvantage, cooperatives selling bulk commodities
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often will be less willing to move along the sales channel continuum toward greater

overseas resource commitment.

The decision to market bulk commodities or retail-oriented products is

represented here as the variable BR. Our expectation is that the coefficient on this

variable will become algebraically increasingly positive as the cooperative moves

toward FDI in equation (3.8), because the sale of a retail-oriented product overseas

generally requires much more overseas management than does the sale of bulk

goods.

4.2.4 Export Years

Cavusgil (1984) found an association between experience and

internationalization, although a 'natural' progression over time from trading

company to direct sales to foreign direct investment is not a certainty. The absence

of any 'natural' progression may be because some cooperatives satisfy their sales

objectives by employing a trading company or distributor, while others need to

move along the continuum toward a coventure or foreign direct investment. Thus,

the number of years a cooperative has exported may not be as useful as are more

subjective measures of the motivation to export, to which I now turn.



4.2.5 Motivations to Export

Motivations to participate in the international market involve those to

increase sale quantities, increase sale prices, or diversify risk. Increasing profits

and sales growth are major motivations for firms beginning their involvement in

exporting (Cavusgil, 1984). These motivations represent the awareness of foreign

market potential. However, we cannot necessarily conclude that cooperatives

highly motivated in this way are willing to move along the continuum from less to

more overseas involvement.

4.2.5.1 Increasing Sales Quantities and Sales Prices

The objectives of increasing sale quantities and increasing sale prices are

represented in the empirical model. The coefficient on sales price is expected to

become algebraically increasingly positive as one moves along the sales channel

continuum from trading company to foreign direct investment. We expect this

because higher prices may be obtained, and thus, sales margins will increase as a

cooperative moves toward FDI. The coefficient of sales quantity, however, is

expected to become algebraically more negative as one moves along the sales

channel continuum toward foreign direct investment. The reason for this increased

negativity is because cooperatives seeking to increase sale quantities often are those

searching for a market for members' goods in years of overproduction rather than

trying to expand in the long-term.
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4.2.5.2 Risk Diversification

Subjective information may influence the amount of risk a cooperative

incurs from a given portfolio choice. If a major motivation for exporting is to

diversify risk, the cooperative may be attempting through its overseas operations to

stay competitive, achieve stability, and use excess capacity (Cavusgil, 1984). Thus,

a cooperative seeking to diversify risk may be less likely to move along the sales

channel spectrum toward a strategy requiring a high level of risk and commitment

than to sell excess member products and maintain market position. The motive of

risk diversification is represented in this model by the variable RISK. The

coefficient on this variable is expected to become algebraically more negative as

we move in equation (3.8) along the sales channel spectrum from trading company

to foreign direct investment.
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Chapter 5: The Survey Instrument
and Characteristics of Survey Respondents

5.1 The Survey Instrument

Data depicting export agricultural cooperatives were collected via closed-

and open-ended questions. The survey was developed to encompass four broad

areas: (1) nature and volume of business, (2) financial and pooling structure, (3)

nature and volume of international sales, and (4) business arrangements for exports

and/or foreign investment. Product information detailing marketing functions and

channels for international sales was also requested. These areas were targeted to

better understand the factors that drive a cooperative's export strategy choice. A

copy of the complete survey is included in the Appendix.

In addition, an annual report was requested from the cooperatives as a

financial information supplement to the survey. However, few of the cooperatives

included the annual report, so financial information for the analysis was limited to

questions included in the original survey.

5.1.1 Survey Participants

A mailing list of exporting cooperatives was obtained from the Rural

Business Cooperative Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The sample

included cooperatives selling products abroad such as dairy, fruits and vegetables,

poultry, and grains. After telephone contact was made with each cooperative to
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explain the importance of the study, the survey was mailed to 90 of them in Spring

1999. Two weeks later, a follow-up postcard was mailed and, after another two

weeks, an additional survey was mailed if a completed survey had not been

received from the cooperative. Twenty-four cooperatives declined to participate,

citing either cooperative policy or lack of time. Twenty-one cooperatives never

returned the survey. Although 46 surveys were received, only 31 were usable. The

final response rate was 35%.

5.1.2 Descriptive Statistics of Survey Responses

As noted, 31 surveys are used in this analysis. The data are analyzed here

in the form of one observation for each product exported by the respective

cooperative. Thus, more than one observation is possible from each survey. In

particular, 59 observations are used in the regression analysis and in this chapter

depicting the descriptive statistics. Also, although there are 59 product-cooperative

combinations in the sample, some products are sold via more than one sales

channel. Thus, the sum of trading company, distributor, broker, and direct sales

observations does not equal 59 in the descriptive statistics.

The data are analyzed according to export strategy. Those strategies include

(1) trading company sales, (2) distributor sales, (3) broker sales, and (4) "direct

sales", which includes FDI, coventures, and sales directly to a foreign buyer. A

legend describing each variable is in Table 4.1.



5.2 The Nature and Volume of Business

The average cooperative in our sample reported having almost 8,000

members, with gross sales of $230 million in 1998 (See Table 5.1). On average,

gross sales increased at a decreasing rate of growth between 1994 and 1998. The

size of the average exporting cooperative in our sample is larger than the average

U.S. cooperative5, which averages almost 1,000 members and gross sales of about

$33 million in 1998 (Kraenzle et al., 1999). However, these numbers only describe

means. Some of the cooperatives in our sample are very small, with low

membership and gross sales of only a few hundred thousand dollars.

The respondents are well-established in the domestic market, 76% having

domestic brands. Seventy-one percent of the sample uses a 'one person, one vote'

system as suggested by the Rochdale Principles. Also, 10% of the surveyed

cooperatives vote according to dollar volume of patronage, 10% give each person a

vote plus additional votes based on patronage, and 9% vote according to shares of

stock. These percentages for voting systems are representative of the overall

population of agricultural cooperatives (Reynolds et al., 1997).

This includes all U.S. cooperatives, which sell products domestically and/or internationally.
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Table 5.1 Descriptive Statistics for Domestic Business

()

p

Samp'e
size
Mean

Std. Dev.

Mm.

Max.

No(%)

5.3 Financial and Pooling Structure

Financial and pooling structures are variables that are less likely to be

utilized when analyzing exporting IOFs. However, these structures have important

impacts on the agricultural cooperative and may affect which export strategy the

cooperative chooses. Additionally, how a cooperative chooses to structure its

finances and pools may provide insight to its risk averse behavior.

One particular question investigated how commodities are pooled. Only

about 25% use a single pool to diversify risk. Individual member accounts are

Mean

Std.Dev.

Min.

8 Max.

Yes(%)
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Trading
Distributor BrokerCompany Direct TOTAL

25 31 27 16 59

161.46 150.23 334.25 125.24 230.01

191.81 235.75 566.34 187.77 424.34

11.22 2.42 0.10 0.10 0.10

803.9 1119.50 2450 704.55 2,450.00

891 11,688 2,829 3,577 7,995

1531 60,948 6,033 9,626 44,444

3 5 3 30 3

7,308 340,000 31,411 39,000 340,000

72.0 77.4 66.7 75 76.3

28.0 22.6 33.3 25 23.7
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utilized by 25% of the surveyed cooperatives, while 50% use multiple pools. Most

commodities are pooled by grade, type, and variety, but some are also seasonally

pooled.

Cooperatives acquire their equity from a variety of sources, including direct

investment, patronage refunds, capital retains, and others. Although the

percentages differ, several cooperatives diversify their equity portfolios with many

of these sources. Additionally, 78% are using an equity redemption plan. Of those

using an equity redemption plan, 89% use a revolving fund, averaging about 11

years.

Table 5.2 Descriptive Statistics of Financial and Pooling Structure

Trading Distributor BrokerCompany Direct TOTAL

Sample
size

25 31 27 16 59

Yes (%) 28.0 22.6 22.2 37.5 25.4

No(%) 72.0 77.4 77.8 62.5 74.6

Yes(%) 68.0 38.7 63.0 63.2 49.2
- .-.

No(%) 32.0 61.3 37.0 36.8 50.8

Yes(%) 68.0 83.9 75.0 57.9 69.5
z

No(%) 32.0 16.1 25.0 42.1 30.5



5.4 Nature and Volume of International Sales

Exporting agricultural cooperatives reported having an average of 24 years

of experience in the international market. Also, the value gained from exports as a

percentage of gross sales ranged from a negative value (a loss) to more than 80%.

Cooperatives were also asked what factors motivated the cooperative to

explore international markets. These motivations included the cooperative's desire

to (1) maintain or increase market share, (2) diversify risk, (3) increase average

sales prices, and (4) increase sales quantities. Ninety-eight percent of the sample

reported increasing sales quantities as the top priority of exports, while diversifying

risk was the least important with 54%.

According to the survey respondents, members agree with the cooperative's

decision to conduct international business. Although most of these cooperatives

participate in a "one member, one vote" system, none of the members voted on this

decision. Most often, the individual/group that made the decision to conduct

international business was the manager, the chief executive officer, the president, or

the board.

All cooperatives have found international business to be at least mildly

profitable. This profitability may lead one to assume that some cooperatives may

be encouraged by their success and be likely to increase their commitment abroad.

However, when future plans were questioned, few expected to change their

strategies, while even fewer expected to increase their commitment. Respondents

included reasons such as "being happy with current broker" and "strategy is

working fine now."
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Table 5.3 Descriptive Statistics for International Sales

0

LiJ

C,)

C)
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Trading
Distributor BrokerCompany Direct TOTAL

Sample
size

25 31 27 16 59

Mean 28.84 22 32.77 31.4 27.23

Std. Dev. 24.7 20.4 23.7 4.6 21.89

Mm. 1.0 0 1.0 5.0 0

Max. 85.0 52.0 85.0 65.0 85.00

Mean 18 19 29 26 23.80

Std.Dev. 11 9 15 4 14.46

Mm. 5 2 5 6 2

Max. 50 50 60 70 70

Yes (%) 72.0 90.3 77.8 75.0 71.2

No (%) 28.0 9.7 22.2 25.0 28.8

Yes (%) 68.0 77.4 63.0 37.5 57.6

No (%) 32.0 22.6 37.0 62.5 42.4

Yes(%) 72.0 64.5 88.9 87.5 74.6

No(%) 28.0 35.5 11.1 12.5 25.4

Yes (%) 100.0 96.8 100.0 100.0 98.3

No(%) 0.0 3.2 0.0 0.0 1.7



5.5 Business Arrangements for Exports and/or Foreign Investment

The majority of the sample elected to export their products with minimal

commitment and risk abroad. Only eight observations (14%) use coventures or

foreign direct investment as sales channels. The others chose low-risk, low-return

strategies such as trading companies, distributors, and brokers. However, with the

exception of the direct sales channel, sample cooperatives chose to use a foreign

brand for over 25% of their products. Additionally, over 70% are exporting

processed products. Although the sample cooperatives are reluctant to increase

commitment abroad, they are searching to maximize profits by adding value to

products and increasing consumer awareness through the use of foreign brands.

Half of the products are exported to Asia and Canada, while about one-third

are exported to Europe and South America. Only about 10% of the exported

products are sold in Africa and Australia.
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Table 5.4 Descriptive Statistics for International Business Arrangements
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Trading
Distributor BrokerCompany Direct TOTAL

Sample
size

25 31 27 16 59

Yes (%) 8.0 25.8 22.2 26.3 23.7

L.

o No (%) 92.0 74.2 77.8 73.7 76.3

Yes (%) 64.0 74.2 74.1 57.9 71.2

Ic)
0 No(%) 36.0 25.8 25.9 42.1 28.8

Yes (%)

z
32.0 29.0 25.9 12.5 22.0

No(%) 68.0 71.0 74.1 87.5 78.0



Chapter 6: Results

This chapter presents the data from the survey respondents and the results

from the seemingly unrelated regression system to answer this study's objectives,

which were stated in the introductory chapter. Section 6.1 discusses the export

arrangements that agricultural cooperatives utilize in international markets, while

Section 6.2 analyzes the results of the seemingly unrelated regression system based

upon cooperatives' exporting arrangements and cooperatives' characteristics.

6.1 Distribution of Cooperatives By Export Strategy

One of the objectives of this research was to discover how agricultural

cooperatives are exporting so that policy makers can target specific areas to

improve cooperatives' export performance. According to our survey respondents,

12% use trading companies, 24% employ distributors, 32% utilize brokers, and

22% use direct sales to the foreign buyer. At first glance, these results appear to be

equally distributed along the export sales channel continuum (see Figure 3.1).

However, the investment and commitment required to move between each strategy

are not equivalent to each other. In fact, there is a large disparity between indirect

sales options such as trading companies, distributors, and brokers on the one hand,

and direct sales options such as FDI, coventures, and sales directly to the foreign

buyer on the other. When the data are grouped into these two categories (indirect

sales and direct sales), only 22% of the cooperatives are employing direct sales
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strategies, which require much more commitment and more investment abroad than

indirect sales strategies.

Because the survey data are not time-series data, it is inconclusive whether

cooperatives are increasing their investment and commitment abroad over time.

Thus, we cannot determine whether cooperatives are following the U.S. agricultural

exporting trend, which shows increasing food processing activities abroad (Neff et

al., 1996). However, when the respondents detailed future plans for international

markets, few respondents expected to change their strategies, while even fewer

expected to increase their commitment. Respondents included reasons such as

"being happy with current broker" and "strategy is working fine now." If a method

is "satisfactory," there seems to be no incentive to increase investment or

commitment overseas. Thus, based upon these responses, agricultural cooperatives

appear to be disinclined to explore direct sales channels, which is contrary to the

observed overall U.S. agricultural exporting trend.

Section 7.2 will further address this apparent reluctance and its impact on

agricultural cooperatives' competitiveness in global food markets.

6.2 Seemingly Unrelated Regression Results

The second objective was to assess cooperative exporting arrangements

relative to cooperative characteristics. This goal is achieved by employing the

seemingly unrelated regression system, which is outlined in Chapter 4. The
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empirical results for each variable are discussed in the following subsections, while

the complete listing of the results can be found in Table 6.1 at the end of this

chapter.

6.2.1 Model Changes and Data Tests

In an effort to determine a cooperative's willingness to increase its

commitment abroad, the export value variable proved to be more representative

than was the gross sales variable. As a result of this finding, and because gross

sales and export value both represent firm size, gross sales was dropped from the

model. The value of a cooperative's exports better represents this willingness

because it reflects the cooperative's percentage of sales value that is vested in the

export market. Direct sales channels, such as foreign direct investment, require a

fairly considerable undertaking to determine the foreign market's possibilities,

establish an international staff, and become involved with a possibly unfamiliar

culture. Therefore, if a cooperative maintains only a small percentage of its sales in

the export market, it may be less likely to pursue these direct sales channels.

However, if a cooperative maintains a large percentage of its sales in the export

market, it may have the desire and ability to pursue those higher risk and higher

involvement export channels such as coventures and foreign direct investment.

Another modification to the model was the inclusion of subjective variables.

In addition to objective variables such as export value and equity subscription,

subjective variables should be integrated into the model to more accurately portray
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the cooperative's motivations for choosing particular export sales channels. The

export motivations initially considered were decreasing risk diversification,

increasing sales price, increasing sales quantity, and increasing market share.

However, the sales quantity variable was eventually dropped from the empirical

model due to lack of sample variation, since virtually all cooperatives are motivated

to export to increase sales volume.

Due to insufficient observations, the export sales channels including direct

sales, coventure sales, and foreign direct investment sales were combined to form a

single dependent variable. The formation of this dependent variable, "direct sales,"

is rational because there is a clear division in the export sales continuum between

the broker sales channel and the direct sales channel. Once the cooperative chooses

to use direct sales, coventure sales, or FDI sales, the cooperative is responsible to

arrange its own international sales. Thus, the cooperative has increased its financial

obligations by internalizing external export market functions, such as using its own

international staff and/or overseas office. Furthermore, the cooperative has

increased control over its exported product because the cooperative determines the

exact foreign sales market it will penetrate, without the aid or advice of a trading

company, distributor, or broker.

Auxiliary equations were used to test for multicollinearity. High adjusted

R2 values were encountered when equity redemption and pool were regressed

against the remaining explanatory variables. Because this multicollinearity may

produce high standard errors, these two variables were dropped from the model.



6.2.2 General Results and Analysis

The export sales channel continuum and the expectations for parameter

signs were discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4.2. Parameter estimates were expected to

follow the continuum, becoming either increasingly positive or increasingly

negative, depending upon the explanatory variable.

6.2.2.1 Bulk/Retail (BR)

Sales allocation decisions are significantly different for cooperatives

exporting bulk products than for cooperatives exporting retail products. The results

follow our expectation by becoming increasingly positive, where the parameter

estimates are 0.2124 and 0.3752 in the trading company and distributor equations,

respectively. All other variables held constant, the cooperative would have a lower

share of its sales portfolio in trading companies by 21 percentage points and a

higher share of its sales portfolio in distributors by 38 percentage points, if the

cooperative exported retail items rather than bulk commodities. These parameter

estimates are significant at the 5% level in the trading company equation, and

significant at the 1% level in the distributor equation.

Although the parameter estimates follow our expectations in the trading

company and distributor equations, the parameter estimates are insignificant in the

broker equation and the direct sales equation. In this effect, it seems that the

decision to export bulk commodities or retaill items does not affect the

51
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cooperative's decision on whether it uses brokers or direct sales channels.

Cooperatives using brokers or direct sales may desire a higher involvement in their

export sales channels, regardless of the exported product.

6.2.2.2 Processed (PROC)

By processing raw products, cooperatives are adding value and increasing

the margin. The variable representing whether a product is processed is only

significant in the broker equation, where its parameter estimate is 0.1859. This

estimate is significant at the 10% level. This result is surprising because it was

expected that cooperatives which process their products would want to expand their

growth potential abroad, by moving from less risky strategies such as trading

companies and distributors to more risky strategies such as coventures and foreign

direct investment.

Processing a raw product may require a variety of investments, including

processing plants, packaging, innovation, and others. Although cooperatives are

willing to invest in these processes domestically, this investment does not

necessarily lead to investment abroad. Thus, cooperatives are choosing their

export strategies regardless of whether the exported product is processed and value-

added.

On the other hand, the lack of impact that this variable has on sales channel

choice may also reflect the fact that cooperatives which utilize direct sales tend to

process products abroad rather than export finished products. Or, it may be that
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cooperatives which choose coventures or FDI seek to maximize returns regardless

of whether the exported product is a value-added product.

6.2.2.3 Export Years (EXPYEARS)

The general expectation is that cooperatives follow a learning curve, which

encourages them to increase commitment, as they become more successful and

more familiar with existing export sales channels. The export year variable is

significant at the 1% level in both the trading company and broker share equations.

Furthermore, this parameter estimate follows the hypothesis that the coefficient

becomes increasingly positive along the continuum. That is, the parameter

estimates are 0.0118 in the trading company equation and 0.0 186 in the broker

equation. Accordingly, the number of years a cooperative engages in international

business is a small factor when the cooperative chooses between using trading

companies and using brokers.

The data sample may also contribute to this result. Although cooperatives

are continuing their international businesses, their experiences are not contributing

to their movement toward riskier and more committed export strategies, as can be

seen by the export year variable's insignificance in the direct sales channel. This

result is interesting in that over two-thirds of the sample has over 20 years of

exporting experience. It may be that the cooperative's learning curve associated

with direct sales channels is greater than this 20-year mark. For instance, the

cooperative may need more time in the export market to gain the desired level of



familiarity to overcome the cooperative's aversity to risk. Thus, cooperatives in

this data sample may have not reached the point in their learning curves to drive

them toward riskier export sales channels.

6.2.2.4 Export Value (EXPVALUE)

The variable depicting export value is significant in the distributor share

equation at the 5% level, where its parameter estimate is 0.4825. However, the

parameter estimates are insignificant in all other export sales channels. Contrary to

previous studies, this result does not demonstrate that firm size influences a firm's

export commitment (Cavusgil, 1984; Wagner, 1995). The divergence may exist

because the previous studies investigated investor-owned firms rather than

cooperatives. A cooperative is distinct from an investor-owned firm because a

cooperative's purpose is based upon its comniitment to its members. Contradictory

conclusions between previous studies and our study may be caused by this

distinction.

6.2.2.5 Equity Subscription (EQUITY)

Regarding equity subscription, the general expectation was that capital

retains would provide the stable equity source needed for a cooperative to invest in

and commit to international markets. Therefore, the equity subscription coefficient
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was expected to become increasingly positive as the cooperative moves from

trading companies to direct sales channels.

The equity variable is significant at the 1% level in each equation, except in

the broker equation, in which it is insignificant. The parameter estimates for the

trading company, distributor, and direct sales equations are 0.3382, -0.4845, and

0.2775, respectively. This result does not follow our expectation.

Equity subscription was designed to proxy pooling and, therefore,

represents a cooperative's perceived risk in global markets. Although equity

sources were concluded to be an adequate proxy both for pooling and for

cooperatives' risk preferences in domestic markets (Sporleder et al., 1988), they do

not adequately correspond to risk preferences in international markets, as seen here.

6.2.2.6 Market Share (MKTSHR)

The market share variable influences sales channel choice if the cooperative

conducts international business to maintain or increase market share. As can be

seen in Table 6.1, the market share variable is the only one that is significant in the

trading company (5%), distributor (1%), broker (5%), and direct sales (5%)

equations, where its parameter estimates are 0.2434, 0.3030, -0.2882, and 0.2286

respectively.

Although the market share coefficient was expected to become increasingly

positive as it moved toward the direct sales export channel, the results are not

concurrent with our expectation. Differences may exist because there is a close
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association between some of the export channels, rather than among the entire

continuum of export channels. This association may occur because cooperatives

maintain title to exported products when using brokers or direct sales, but do not

maintain product title when using trading companies or distributors. Therefore, the

parameter estimates do not follow a smooth transition from one export strategy to

another because a cooperative's retention of product title creates a division between

brokers and direct sales on one hand, and trading companies and distributors on the

other.

6.2.2.7 Risk (RISK)

The risk variable is significant in each share equation, except in the broker

share equation. The estimates in the trading company (0.1662) and distributor

(0.1860) equations are significant at the 10% level, while the estimate in the direct

sales equation (-0.3270) is significant at the 1% level.

These empirical results are consistent with our expectations because they

become more negative across the sales channel continuum. The exception is that

the parameter in the distributor share equation is slightly more positive than is the

parameter in the trading company share equation. According to the empirical

results, cooperatives prefer to allocate more of their export sales to trading

companies and distributors than to direct sales when they are seeking to diversify

risk.



6.2.2.8 Sales Price (SPRICE)

Significant in the distributor (20% level) and direct sales (5% level)

equations, the sales price coefficient becomes increasingly positive along the export

sales continuum, as expected. The parameter estimates are 0.4451 and 0.2873 in

the distributor and direct sales equations, respectively.

However, the motivation to increase sales price was not significant in the

trading company and broker share equations. This result may occur in the trading

company equation because cooperatives are unlikely to utilize trading companies in

the first place when they are seeking to increase the sales price of an exported

product. The result in the broker equation, however, is more difficult to explain.

The use of a broker represents the lowest commitment required by a cooperative

still desiring to maintain title to its exported product. By maintaining product title,

the cooperative increases its profit margin. Therefore, one would expect the

movement from distributor to broker would be a logical step when a cooperative

wants to increase its sales price. However, the results show that the cooperative

instead chooses to use direct sales rather than brokers when seeking to increase

sales price.

6.2.3 Summary of Seemingly Unrelated Regression Results

We have found that export years, equity subscription, market share,

diversifying risk, and increasing sales price all impact the cooperative's export
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sales channel decision. However, the results did not necessarily reveal an expected

export strategy continuum with a smooth transition from one export strategy to

another. Contradiction between empirical results and expectation may be due to

the model itself. We have attempted to depict the complexities of a cooperative's

internationalization while also considering cooperative characteristics, export

motivations, and the nature of the exported product. Apparently, some factors

encouraging cooperatives to move across one sales channel to another are not

accounted for in the model. They may include administrative costs, product type,

and market competitiveness.

In addition, the sample data may not be representative of the population.

Although the survey response rate was 35%, few of the respondents represented the

large, established export cooperatives in the population. Such data problems may

have impacted the results since they did not allow an adequate representation of

cooperatives using direct sales.



* *, and * * * denote that parameter estimates are significant at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. Standard errors are in parentheses.

Table 6.1 Model Results (Equations 4.1 - 4.5)

Variable Trading Company Distributor Broker Direct Sales

BulklRetail 0.2l24** 0.3752* -0.1621 -0.0007
(0.0861) (0.0922) (0.1073) (0.0951)

Processed Product -0.0161 -0.0269 0.1859*** -0.1429
(0.0886) (0.0948) (0.1104) (0.0978)

Export Years 0.O118* -0.0038 0.0186* 0.0030
(0.0029) (0.0031) (0.0036) (0.0031)

Export Value -0.3080 0.4825** 0.0777 -0.2522
(0.2 152) (0.2304) (0.2683) (0.2377)

Equity 0.3382* 0.4845* -0.1312 0.2775*
(0.0818) (0.0875) (0.1019) (0.0903)

Market Share 0.2434** 0.3030* 0.2882** 0.2286**
(0.0968) (0.1036) (0.1207) (0.1069)

Risk 0.1662*** 0.1860*** -0.0252 0.3270*
(0.0953) (0.1020) (0.1188) (0.1052)

Sales Price 0.0769 0.4451* 0.0809 0.2873**
(0.1028) (0.1101) (0.1282) (0.1135)

Intercept 0.5077* 0.4558* -0.0467 0.0832
(0.0987) (0.1056) (0.1230) (0.1090)

R2=0.4107 R2=0.5487 R2=0.3560 R2=0.2412



Chapter 7: Summary and Conclusions

7.1 Methodology Summary

The objective of this research was to explore the sales arrangements that

agricultural cooperatives employ in the international market and to determine

whether cooperatives are successfully competing in these global markets. Previous

research characterized cooperatives' exporting arrangements using descriptive

statistics but did not employ an econometric model to identify cooperative

characteristics that affect export marketing choices. Because cooperatives

presumably are utility maximizers, a profit function was inappropriate for such an

analysis. Thus, a portfolio model was employed instead. The portfolio model

identifies the trade-offs between risk and expected net returns, thereby accounting

for the cooperative's risk aversion.

The data used were obtained from a sample of exporting agricultural

cooperatives via a mail survey which detailed (1) the nature and volume of

domestic and international sales, (2) financial and pooling structure, and

(3) business arrangements for exports and/or foreign investment. From these data,

the socio-economic factors employed in the empirical model were obtained.

The empirical model was a reduced form of the portfolio model, in which

socio-economic factors served as proxies for expected net returns, covariances, and

risk attitudes. These factors were modeled as a seemingly unrelated regression
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system where each dependent variable was an export mode represented by a share

of export sales.

7.2 Findings and Implications

Cooperatives face the same opportunities as investor-owned firms in

international markets. However, because cooperatives are risk averse, they face the

unique challenge of balancing their members' benefits and the risk that

international sales markets entail. It was originally hypothesized that cooperatives

must move along the sales channel continuum toward foreign direct investment in

order to compete with investor-owned firms in overseas markets.

In this study, it was discovered that the majority (70%) of the responding

cooperatives do not utilize sales channels requiring extensive commitment and

involvement, and they have little intention of doing so. Nonetheless, cooperatives

are successfully exporting under such arrangements as trading companies,

distributors, and brokers (refer to Sections 5.4 and 6.1). It was found that most

cooperatives are adding value to their exported products to increase their profit

margins and maintain their competitiveness in international markets. By

penetrating a market niche with processed and specialty products, most

cooperatives are finding it unnecessary to pursue high-risk export arrangements.

Therefore, cooperatives are continuing to be active in world food markets without

utilizing direct overseas operations, contrary to our original hypothesis.
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Our empirical model revealed that most of the chosen explanatory variables

do not influence cooperatives' choices over the entire range of the export strategy

continuum. Rather, a given variable affects only one or two of the export strategy

choices. For example, the cooperative's decision to export bulk or retail products

impacts the choice between using trading companies and distributors, but does not

impact choices among the remaining channels of the export continuum. Also, the

number of years a cooperative has exported influences only the choice between

trading companies and brokers.

Although the empirical results did not reveal a single variable influencing

the entire export strategy continuum, they do reveal one noteworthy item. The

model assumed that each cooperative is employing an optimal export strategy

portfolio. Therefore, our results do provide cooperatives with broad guidance in

formulating their individual optimal portfolios, taking into consideration their own

individual characteristics.

7.3 Recommendations for Further Research

Incorporating a variable that depicts the destination of the exported good

into the model could expand our study. By accounting for government and

currency stability in the importing country, a destination variable would integrate

another type of risk into the analysis. Most cooperatives likely are risk averse, and

the instability of the importing country may affect the level of commitment and

involvement with which a cooperative invests abroad. Thus, the stability of the
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importing country's government and currency may influence whether the

cooperative chooses to move toward direct sales channels, which are inherently

risky in themselves.

Another recommendation would be to improve the data sample. The U.S.

Department of Agriculture regularly surveys agricultural cooperatives and their

domestic sales, and receives excellent response rates. It may be possible to include

questions in these surveys that detail the cooperative's exporting arrangements.

Thus, the USDA data sample would be more representative of the cooperative

population than the data employed in our study. Furthermore, time-series data

could then be obtained because the USDA survey is conducted annually. Time-

series data would enable a closer examination of how the cooperative is adjusting

to changing exporting trends and conditions.
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APPENDIX



A Cooperative Characteristics

Al. Nature and Volume of Business

How many members are in your cooperative?

MEMBERS

How many members are active?

ACTIVE MEMBERS

What percentage of the ownership do active members control?

PERCENT

Comments

A Survey of Agricultural Cooperatives' International
Business Arrangements for High Valued Products

Which one of the following best describes how voting rights are determined? (Circle one number)

1 ONE PERSON, ONE VOTE
2 VOTE ACCORDING TO DOLLAR VOLUME OF PATRONAGE
3 ONE PERSON, ONE VOTE PLUS ADDITIONAL VOTES BASED ON PATRONAGE
4 VOTE ACCORDING TO SHARES OF STOCK

5. What were your annual gross sales for the last 5 fiscal years?
Fiscal Year Months (e.g., September to August)

19 tol9
19 tol9
19 tol9
19 tol9
19 tol9

-1-

Gross Sales ($)

6. By what average annual percent do you expect total sales to increase over the next 5 years?

PERCENT

Thank you for filling out this personal information. Once again, this information is for data collection
purposes only. No individual cooperative data will be reported.

cooperative

Name

Title

Phone Number



7. Please list the top five grossing agricultural products that you market. Then, check all boxes that
apply to that product.

Please describe any "other" product types

8. Refer to the agricultural products listed in Question 7. What marketing functions does your
cooperative conduct for each? (Check all that apply)

9. Refer to the agricultural products listed in Question 7. How is your domestic sales force composed
for each product? (Circle one number for each)

Do you have registered brands in the United States? (Circle one number)

1 YES
2NO

A2e Financial and Pooling Structure

Are you a stock cooperative or a non-stock cooperative? (Circle one number)

1 STOCK COOPERATIVE
2 NON-STOCK COOPERATIVE

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT FRESH HANDLEI?ROCISSEI)
Chilled Other j Canned Frozen Dried Other'

A.
B.
C.

I

Product Receive Grade Process Package Label Store Distribute Advertise

PRODUCT A
PRODUCT B
PRODUCT C
PRODUCT D
PRODUCT E

In-house Marketing External Sales
Product Marketing Force Subsidiary AgentfBroker

PRODUCT A 1 2 3

PRODUCT B 1 2 3

PRODUCT C 1 2 3

PRODUCTD 1 2 3

PRODUCT E 1 2 3



12. Please indicate what percentage of your equity that is distributed to each source.

SOURCE PERCENTAGE
Direct Investment
Retained Patronage Refunds
Per-Unit Capital Retains
Other (ilease specifr )
TOTAL PERCENTAGE 100%

13. What type of pooling structure do you use? (Circle one number)

1 SINGLE POOL
2 MULTIPLE POOLS
3 INDIVIDUAL MEMBER ACCOUNTS (Each member's products are processed and sold

separately.)

14. Please list how your commodities are pooled.
Ex4s,il& O4 OO(4:

4ft1e4 4?e o d4cdât ade. e.g.. de .4. de eec

O'uut9e4 4* d4wde4 4e edc4ftoded 4e4aatdq.

Pool #1

Pool #2

15. How do you compute each member's share of a given pool?
Pool #1

Pool #2

16. Do you have an equity redemption plan? (Circle one number)

lNO
YES

1 6a. Do you use a revolving fund? (Circle one number)

1 NO
2 YES, What is the length of the revolving period? YEARS

17. Over the last 5 years, what was your average annual expenditure on product or marketing
innovations?

AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPENDITURE
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18. Please list the percentage of your average annual expenditures, as stated in Question 17, that are
allocated to the following:

TYPE PERCENTAGE
New marketing methods and techniques
New products or services
New business organizations (i.e., joint ventures)
Other
TOTAL PERCENTAGE 100%

If you have NEVER conducted international business through exports or imports nor do
you intend to in the next five years, please go to Question 62 on page 12. If you DO conduct
international business, please continue. Thank you.

B Cooperatives' International Business Arrangements (For exports and imports of raw
or processed products)
Before continuing with the survey, please take a moment to read the definitions for the following
terms describing types of international business arrangements, in order to avoid any confusion or
discrepancies.

Types of International Business Arrangementsa:
Trading company Takes title to the product and exports it in the trading company's name. The cooperative does

not sell directly to the buyer.
Broker - Arranges for the sale of your product to buyers. The cooperative will ship and bill the buyer direct.

Broker is paid a commission.
Distributor - Takes title to the product, handles and transports (including overseas shipping) to foreign buyer(s).

Often on a commission basis. (Relationship with distributor is often long term.)
Coventure - Collaboration, with at least one other investor, which does not involve equity investments. (e.g.,

copacking, supply contracts, and licensing agreements.)
Foreign direct investment (FDI) - Cooperative owns at least 10% equity in a foreign entity. Joint ventures and

subsidiaries are types of FDI.
Joint venture - An equity investment between the cooperative and at least one other investor in which they

collaborate on business activities and form a foreign entity. Cooperative owns at least 50% of the foreign
entity.

Majority-owned subsidiary (Subsidiary) - Same as joint venture except cooperative owns at least 70% of the
foreign entity.

allote: This is not an exhaustive list. There are other methods of exporting and importing such as direct foreign sales, etc.

B!. Nature and Volume of International Sales and/or Purchases

19. Why did you decide to conduct international business (export products and/or import raw materials)?
(Check all that apply)
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EXPORT IMPORT
a. Maintain or increase market share U U
b. Diversify risk U U
c. Increase average sales prices U U
d. Increase sales quantities U U
e. Other (please specify) U U



20. How profitable has your international business been? (Circle one number)

1 VERY PROFITABLE
2 MILDLY PROFITABLE
3 MILDLY UNPROFITABLE
4 VERY UNPROFITABLE
5 TOO SOON TO TELL

21. According to your knowledge, do members agree or disagree with the cooperative's decision to
conduct international business? (Circle one number)

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NO OPINION
4 DISAGREE
5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

22. Did members vote on the decision to conduct international business? (Circle one number)

I YES
2 NO

22a. What is the position of the individual/group (i.e., manager, board, etc.) that made the
decision?

TITLE

> If you know that your product is exported, but you have no influence on whether it is exported
or not, please check this box U. Then, answer only Questions 33 and 34 on page 7 in Section
B2, and all of section B3.

> If your domestic supplier imports agricultural products and this is your only connection with
imports, please check this box U. Then, answer only Questions 52 and 53 on pages 10 & 11
in Section B3, and all of section B2.

> If you export and/or import, check this box U. Please continue the survey.

B2 Business Arrangements for Exports and/or Foreign Investment

The following questions are oriented toward exports and/or foreign investment (coventures or
FDI). This section applies to both the export ofa processed product and the export of a raw
product to be combined with foreign-produced products abroad. Ifyou do NOT export or invest
abroad, please go to section B3.

23. For how many years have you exported?

YEARS
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24. The value of your exports is what percentage of your total gross revenue?

PERCENT

25. How have your annual gross sales changed since you began to export and/or invest abroad? (Circle
one number)

1 INCREASED (By what percentage? PERCENT)
2 DECREASED (By what percentage? PERCENT)
3 NO CHANGE

26. Please list the agricultural products that you export. Also list, for each product, the percentage by
which you expect total revenue from international sales or entities to change over the next five years.

27. Refer to the products listed in Question 26. Identify to which regions you export each product.
(Check all that apply)

Do you have registered brands in foreign countries? (Circle one number)

1NO
2 YES

Do you license your brands to foreign firms? (Circle one number)

1NO
2 YES

29a. What is the share of revenues from licensing in total foreign sales?

SHARE OF REVENUES

Product North
America

South
.America Afnea Asia Australia Europe

PRODUCT A
PRODUCT B
PRODUCT C
PRODUCT D
PRODUCT E

Agricultural Product Percentage Change (+1-)



Refer to the products listed in Question 26. Identif' each product as bulk or retail. Also, list the
percentages for the current channels of your international sales.

Please describe any "other" sales channels you use.

How many times have you changed your international sales channels within the last 5 years?

TIMES

Why did you decide to change your international sales channels?

Do you plan on changing your international sales channels within the next 5 years? (Circle one
number)

1 YES
2N0

33a. Why or why not?

If you answered YES to Question 33,

Referring to the products and percentages you listed in Question 30, how do you expect the
international sales channels to be allocated within the next five years7

Please describe any "other" sales channels you use.

34a. How do you expect these changes to affect your business?

Product Bulk or
Retail?

I Trading

j Company
Broker Distributor Coventure FDI Other1 TOTAL-

x4mft& Oe4t9ed 0% 75% 0% 0% 100%0%
PRODUCT A 100%

PRODUCT B 100%

PRODUCT C 100%

PRODUCT D 100%

PRODUCTE 100%

Product
Bulk or I

Retail?
lii

Trading

Company
Broker Distributor Coveuture F!)! Other' TOTAL

E4sfte: O'a.e9e4 0% 0% 0% 50% 50% 0% 100%

PRODUCT A 100%

PRODUCT B 100%

PRODUCT C 100%

PRODUCT D 100%

PRODUCT E 100%



Do you have formal written agreements with your foreign brokers and/or distributors? (Circle one
number)

1 YES
2N0
3 DO NOT USE THESE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS

What type of coventures (contracts or licensing agreements) have you implemented internationally
for your products? (Please circle one for each)

If you do NOT invest abroad (i.e., operate joint ventures or subsidiaries), please go to
section B3, page 9. If you DO invest abroad, please continue.

37. Do you offer cooperative membership to foreign farmers who deliver product to the international
entity(s) in which you hold an equity share? (Circle one number)

1 YES
2 NO (Go to Question 40)
3 DO NOT HAVE FOREIGN FARMERS (Go to Question 40)

38. Which benefits do foreign members receive? (Circle one number for each)
YES

39. What percentage of your gross sales revenue is allocated to these foreign members as membership
benefits?

PERCENT

40. Refer to the agricultural products you listed in Question 26 on page 6. What marketing functions
does your foreign entity conduct for your products? (Check all that apply)
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Product Receive Grade Process Package Label Store Distribute Advertise

PRODUCT A
PRODUCT B
PRODUCT C
PRODUCT D
PRODUCT E .

YES NO
a. None 1 2
b. Know-how licensing 1 2
c. Management service 1 2
d. Quality controls 1 2
e. Specific market promotion expenditures 1 2
f. Distributorships 1 2
g. Other (please specify) 1 2

a. Representation on board 1 2
b. Full voting rights 1 2
c. Patronage benefits 1 2
d. Other (please specify) 1 2



41. Does your foreign entity combine foreign-produced agricultural inputs with products produced by
your U.S. members? (Circle one number)

iEs
2 NO (Go to Question 43)
3 DO NOT OPERATE A FOREIGN ENTITY (Go to Question 43)

42. For each product listed in Question 26 on page 6, please indicate the share of your nondomestic
revenues from that product that are paid for the foreign-produced agricultural inputs.

What factors would encourage you to increase your foreign direct investment?

B3. Business Arrangements for Imports and/or Foreign Firms' Investment in Your
Domestic Cooperative
The following questions are oriented toward imports and/or foreign firms' investment in your
domestic cooperative (e.g., coventure or FDI). This section applies to both the import of a
processed product and the import of a raw product to be combined with U.S. produced
products within the U.S. If you do NOT import, please go to Question 62 on page 12.

For how many years have you imported?

YEARS

The value of your imports is what percentage of your total gross revenue?

PERCENT

46. How have your annual gross sales changed since you began importing? (Circle one number)

1 INCREASED (By how much? PERCENT)
2 DECREASED (By how much? PERCENT)
3 NO CHANGE

47. Please list your imported agricultural products, and the share of your gross sales revenue that is
represented by the value of that imported product.

-9-

Domestic-Produced Product I Share

Product II Share



Refer to the products listed in Question 47. Identify from which regions you import each product.
(Check all that apply)

Refer to the products you listed in Question 47. Identify each product as bulk or retail. Also, list the
percentages of the current purchasing channels of your imports.

'Please describe the "other" purchasing channels you use.

How many times have you changed your international purchasing channels within the last 5 years?

TIMES

Why did you decide to change your international purchasing channels?

Do you plan on changing your international purchasing channels within the next 5 years? (Circle one
number)

lYES
NO

52a. Why or why not?

Product North
America

South
America

-Africa Asia Australia Europe

PRODUCT A -

PRODUCT B
PRODUCT C
PRODUCT D
PRODUCT E

Product Bulk or
Retail? I

Trading
Company Broker Distributor Coventure FDI Other' TOTAL

Sramjde: Oaør9e4 30% 0% 100%0% 0% 70% 0%
PRODUCT A 100%
PRODUCT B 100%

PRODUCT C 100%

PRODUCT D 100%

PRODUCT E 100%



53. If you answered YES to Question 52,

Refer to the products and percentages you listed in Question 49. How do you expect the
international purchasing channels to be allocated within the next five years?

'Please describe any "other" purchasing channels you use.

How do you expect these changes to affect your business?

54. Do you combine foreign-produced agricultural inputs with products produced by your U.S.
members? (Circle one number)

1 YES
2 NO (Go to Question 55)
3 DO NOT IMPORT INPUTS TO BE COMBINED IN THE U.S. (Go to Question 56)

55. Do you have formal written agreements with your foreign buyers? (Circle one number)

1 YES
2N0
3 DO NOT USE THESE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS

56. What type of coventures (contracts or licensing agreements) have you implemented internationally
for your imported products? (Circle one number for each)

YES

If you do NOT invest abroad (i.e., operate joint ventures or subsidiaries), please go to
Question 62 on page 12. If you DO invest abroad, please continue.
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Product Bilk or
Retail?

Trading
Company Broker Distributor Coveuture FDI Other1 TOTAL

X4nb1e: 0'4.%/e4 0% 0% 55% 0% 45% 0% 100%

PRODUCT A 100%

PRODUCT B 100%

PRODUCT C 100%

PRODUCTD 100%

PRODUCTE 100%

a. None 1 2
b. Know-how licensing 1 2
c. Management service 1 2
d. Quality controls 1 2
e. Other (please specify) 1 2



57. Do you offer cooperative membership to foreign farmers delivering product either to the
international entity in which you hold an equity share or to your domestic cooperative? (Circle one
number)

1 YES
2 NO (Go to Question 60)
3 DO NOT HAVE FOREIGN FARMERS (Go to Question 60)

58. Which benefits do foreign members receive? (Circle one number for each)
YES

59. What percentage of your gross revenue is allocated to these foreign members as membership
benefits?

PERCENT

60. Refer to the agricultural products listed in Question 47 on page 9. What marketing functions does
your foreign entity conduct for your products? (Check all that apply)

What factors would encourage you to increase your foreign direct investment?

Are there any other comments you would like to make about agricultural cooperatives or
international business arrangements?

Thank you for completing and returning this survey.
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Product Receive Grade j Process
J

Package Label Store
1

Distribute j Advertise

PRODUCT A
PRODUCT B
PRODUCT C
PRODUCT D
PRODUCT E

a. Representation on board 1 2
b. Full voting rights 1 2
c. Patronage benefits 1 2
d. Other (please specify) 1 2




